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ABSTRACT 1
I
Many social scientists and linguists have
conducted studies focusing on the observable differences
between the linguistic styles of males and females. This
research attempts to generalize previous findings. While a
number of past studies have identified and examined
masculine and feminine speech-characteristics in
gender-neutral situations, this study incorporates
gender-biased stimuli into the experimental situation .
.
Subjects described photographs deemed "male-oriented",
"female-oriented" and "gender-neutral." Reviews of
audio-taped descriptions allowed for a comparative analysis
of eleven linguistic variables in each of the three
conditions.
In most cases, findings of this study agreed with those
of past studies. Subjects altered their use of three speech
characteristics, however, in response to certain gender-
biased photographs. Various weaknesses associated with the
selection of photographs prevented the conjecture that
gender bias caused these changes. In order to validate such
a claim, further analysis, including replications and
modifications of this study, must take place.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern images of males and females differ greatly from
those of years ago. Although the number of stereotypes
about men and women has decreased dramatically over the last
generation, most Americans still associate particular
behaviors with males and others with females. Different
styles of dress, types of occupation, and choices of leisure
activities, as well as differing levels of assertiveness and
dominance often distinguish males from females.
This thesis focuses on a less obvious contrast between
males and females, namely, the ways in which they differ in
speech characteristics and patterns. The research described
here extenqs that of Mulac and Lundell (1986). By analyzing
their sUbjects' descriptions of gender-neutral photographs,
these researchers found that men and women differ
significantly on a number of linguistic variables. They did
not, however, examine the consistency of these results in
non-neutral situations. Thus, they neglected to address the
generalizability of the linguistic differences.
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My study attempts to answer the question, "Do the
qualities of gender-specific speech remain constant,
regardless of a 'male' or ,'female' context, or are men's and
women's speech determined by the nature of the situation
that they confront?" Following Mulac and Lundell, I
investigate whether the distinctions that occur in males'
and females' descriptions of gender-neutral photographs also
occur in descriptions of gender-biased photographs.
3
LITERATURE REVIEW
SYNOPSIS OF PAST RESEARCH
Previously, many social psychologists and linguists
have focused on the purported differences between male and
female speech patterns. Robin Lakoff, one of the first
researchers to study these distinctions, (Arliss, 1991, p.
51), explained that they reflect true social inequalities
and disparities (Lakoff, 1975, p. 43). Generally, Lakoff
found that women tend to use more "correct" and "proper"
speech patterns than men do. She described women's speech
as "weaker and less effective than the speech of men,"
characterizing it as "emotional, vague, euphemistic, sweetly
proper, mindless, endless, high-pitched, and silly," (1973,
as cited in Epstein, p. 34). This contrast results from the
inferior position of women to men in society (Lakoff, 1973,
p. 9).
While Lakoff's assertions may seem a bit exaggerated,
the work of others in particular areas of verbal
communication supports many of her ideas. Various aspects
of language change with respect to a speaker's gender. More
specifically, males and females each use and manipulate
4
Itone, adjectives, adverbial 'intensifiers, politeness, and
tentativeness in unique ways.
TONE
For the most part, researchers have regarded males'
speech as practically and objectively goal-oriented (Brehm,
1992). On the other hand, they view females' speech as
expressive in its utilization of emotion and sensitivity
if
(Brehm, 1992, p. 13). Intonation results from a combination
of pacing, pausing, and changes in pitch which show a
speaker's attitude toward a topic. (Tannen, 1986, p. 38)
These qualities exhibit themselves to different degrees in
statements made by members of each gender. Due to their
minimal use of intonation, men often seem cold and
impersonal, while women are perceived as easily upset
(Brehm, 1992, p. 213). This distinction results from the
f
generally smooth, calm tone of men's voices in contrast to
the tenser, more emotional quality of women's voices.
In all areas, women show more expression than men do,
particularly about love, sadness, and happiness (Pearson,
1985,·p. 180). Women's expressiveness shows in their vocal
qualities, while men's speech more likely suggests stoicism.
5
In an average conversation, women use approximately five
different tones and men 'use only three (Glass, 1992, p. 50)
According to Glass (1992, p. 50), women use intonation
in order to emphasize important points in their speech.
Men, however, use volume for this purpose. Therefore, men's
speech, tends to lack the qualities of intonation and vocal
inflection. This phenomenon, along with Tannen's
statement, "If you expect extreme shifts in pitch and don't
hear them, what you hear sounds monotonous," (Tannen, 1986,
p. 40) designates monotony as a characteristic of masculine
speech. Although the monotonous speech of men attempts to
demonstrate a sense of composure and security, according to
Glass, it makes men appear unapproachable and abrupt, when
compared to women (1992, p. 50.)
ADJECTIVES
Each gender recognizes its own set of acceptable words.
Males and females use the majority of , English words for
identical reasons and in similar contexts. However, certain
categories of words are used by members of one gender more
"
frequently than by the other. The use of different words
results, to some extent, from women's tendency to use vivid
description on order to evoke emotion, as well as common
6
acceptance of males' directness in speech. ,Generally, ln
comparison to women, men's speech contains fewer adjectives
and descriptive statements (Glass, 1992, p. 54). In
addition to this general observation, however, certain
gender-related patterns of adjective-usage emerge.
\
,(
Graves and Price (1980, as cited ln Pearson, 1985, p.
182) hold that men possess a more colloquial adje~tive
vocabulary than women do. While men basically use standard
speech, women use more exotic words. An example of this
fact lies in the naming of colors. In general, females
refer to color names more than males do. When males do
refer to colors, according to Glass (1992, p.51), they use
basic color descriptions, such as "green" or "blue." Women,
on the other hand, acknowledge fine color distinctions, such
as "indigo", "chartreuse", or "bone". Lakoff agrees,
insisting that women have a larger vocabulary of color names
than men do. Men, she says, generally do not use words like
"aquamarine" .or "mauve" (1973, as cited in Arliss, 1991, p.
51) . In her book Language and Woman's Place, Lakoff states
that a male's use of these terms would most likely lead
others to "conclude he was imitating a woman sarcastically
or was a homosexual or an interior decorator," (1975, p. 8)
Lakoff also believes~
"".
than men do of approval adje
7
range
She points to the use
of empty adjectives as an example. Empty adjectives enhance
a simple, direct idea by restating it (Epstein, p. 35).
Women use many empty adjectives, most often when expressing
admiration (Glass, 1992, p. 205). For example, a man may
call a baby "cute". A woman, however, would more likely use
terms such as "sweet" or "adorable" (Arliss, 1991, p. 54).
The latter terms do not have a dramatically different than
"cute". They simply intensify the idea. Lakoff (1975, p.
12) calls the more simple, direct terms neutral words, as
opposed to the more figurative empty adjectives, which she
refers to as "women's words".
ADVERBS
Women's descriptiveness also presents itself in the use
of adverbial intensifiers. For situations in which an idea
deserves extra description or explanation, speakers often
repeat a word or phrase, using empty,adjectives. In other
cases, a speaker uses an increasing intensifier to achieve
the same effect. Increasing intensifiers include adverbs
such as "so" or "really", that exaggerate an idea (Arliss,
1991, p. 58). Decreasing intensifiers serve the opposite
purpose. A speaker who wishes to understate an idea may use
terms such as "sort of" or "somewhat". Using decreasing
8
intensifiers protects speakers from making sweeping
generalizations about an object.
Jepersen (1922), Key (1972), and Lakoff (1975) all
found that, in general women use more intensifiers than men
do. Subsequent studies found that, in comparisons to men,
women use as many as six times as many intensifiers (as
cited in Pearson, 1985, p. 185). More specifically,
however, according to Glass (1992, p. 202), men use more
increasing intensifiers, known as quantifiers, and women use
more decreasing intensifiers, called qualifiers.
Glass asserts that men tend to use quantifiers when
criticizing or disagreeing with somebody (p. 204). Keeping
with the socially defined male traits of security and
composure, she says, the use of quantifiers creates a
confident, wise, and stable image (p. 221). Women's use of
qualifiers, on the other hand, reflects their hesitancy
toward making definite statements. Rather than committing
themselves to labelling a person or object, women regularly
soften their statements with qualifiers.
POLITENESS
Lakoff also focuses some of her studies on linguistic
politeness. Politeness in speech, as described by Tannen
9
(1986, p. 21), attempts to account for the effects of all
statements. Due to their customarily refined behavior,
Lakoff believes that womed speak much more politely than men
do (Arliss, 1991, p. 57). The apparent obligation that
women feel to speak politely, she says stifles their
communication (1975, p. 83) However, it defines much of
females' linguistic style. In fact, Glass (1992, p. 205)
considers politeness one of the most important communicative
techniques that females can teach males.
While both men and women use expletives, men's tend to
be stronger and contain more swear words (Glass, 1992, p.
57) . Women often use euphemistic terms for characteristic
male profanities. In euphemisms, weaker, more socially
acceptable words take the place of those deemed harsh or
offensive by the speaker. Therefore, common IIfemale ll
expletives include 1I0h, shoot,1I or "Darn", whereas men would
likely say "Oh, shit,1I or IIDamn,1I (Lakoff, 1975, p. 10). The
use of euphemisms does not always occur on such a dramatic
scale. Often, a speaker substitutes a polite term for one
considered inappropriate in a certain situation. The term
IIrefuse receptacle ll , used in place of IIgarbage can"
exemplifies such a replacement.
In addition to using strong expletives, men often use
slang terms in their speech (Glass, 1992, p. 130). Many
10
times, the expletives that males use, especially curse
words, qualify as slang terms. Other times, slang involves
the substitution of a "comfortable" sounding word or phrase
in place of a more proper one. In this respect, slang and
euphemisms work toward opposite goals. While euphemisms
attempt to bring speech to a higher social level, slang
serves to make the same speech more unrefined and
recognizable.
TENTATIVENESS
Many of the differences in men's and women's speech
patterns stem from the amount of power possessed by each in
conversation. The tentativeness associated with women,
according to Conley, a'Barr, and Lind (1979, as cited ln
Tannen, 1993, p. 165) make females' speech utterly
powerless. However, Lakoff believes that women's
tentativeness in speech serves as a defense mechanism ln
that it allows women to disclaim, rescind, or modify
statements that have negative results (1975, as cited in
Tannen, 1993, p. 165). Thus, they tend to make indirect
statements or "beat around the bush," (Glass, 1992, p. 52)
Women use a variety of methods to soften their speech.
Disclaimers and hedgers, both of which affect phrasing, are
the most common techniques of decreasing the assertiveness
of speech.
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In a disclaimer, a speaker excuses a statement. For
example, in giving an opinion, one might begin with, "I'm
not an expert, but ... " (Arliss, 1991, p. 55).
~-
According to
Pearson (1985, as cited by Carli,- 1990, p. 943), women often
weaken their statements with disclaimers. By using such
speech patterns, they relieve the pressure on themselves to
appear knowledgeable about all subjects. Men's infrequent
use of disclaimers, then, illustrates the perception of male
resourcefulness or certainty in conversation.
Hedgers also soften the strength of statements (Arliss,
1991, p. 54). Crosby and Nyquist (1977, as cited in
~(Pearson, 1985) found that, as women prefer to avoid making
any definite statements in conversation, they use hedgers
such as "perhaps" or "in my opinion" to introduce many
controversial topics. The same hedgers may also follow a
statement, acting as insurance against any statements
already made with any amount of certainty. In fact, many
linguists consider the use of hedgers as a primary
characteristic of female speech.
CRITIQUE OF PAST STUDIES
Obviously, social scientists and linguists have
extensively explored the apparently different speaking
12
habits of males and females. In analyzing language
characteristics, researchers often focused on spoken
dialogues or descriptions given in gender-netural
situations. While most of the past studies demonstrated
that specific speech patterns and characteristics regularly
occur with respect to a subject's gender, these findings
allow for the categorization of speech qualities as "male"
or "female" only in the absence of gender-bias.
A 1986 slfidy conducted by Mulac and Lundell included
male and female subjects' descriptions of two photographs,
depicting gender-neutral landscape scenes. The researchers
used audiotapes of their subjects' verbal descriptions for
analysis in terms of 31 pre-determined linguistic variables
(Mulac and Lundell, 1986, pp. 85-86). While the study
confirmed the regular occurrence of each gender's respective
speech patterns, the validity of these results must be
questioned. The stimulus photographs utilized by Mulac and
Lundell lacked appropriateness for the research situation.
All linguistic studies on masculine and feminine
language, to date, including that of Mulac and Lundell, use
only gender neutral stimuli. In other words, topics of
~., .'0 S. .
discussion do not possess any gender orientation. A theory
that identifies universal differences in males' and females'
speech patterns requires further research. In order to
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validate such distinctions, they must undergo tests in a
variety of situati~s.
My own research employs both gender-biased and
gender-neutral stimuli in order to investigate differences
between men and women in the linguistic variables of tone,
adjectives, adverbs, politeness, and tentativeness.
Language styles that methodically change in relation to the
orientation of the photographs lead to the conclusion that
speech patterns depend on situation rather than gender.
I. .
Conversely, if gender-specific language exists, men would
retain their designated speech characteristics when
describing female-oriented scenes, and females would
describe male-oriented scenes with female speech
characteristics.
To test the consistency of gender-specific speech, I
suggest the following hypothesis: Those language
characteristics associated with each gender should remain
constant in all situations. Regardless of the presence and
absence of gender-based stimuli, males' speech should
contain more monotony, slang, and quantifiers than females'
speech does, and females' speech should contain more general
color names, specific color names, empty adjectives,
euphemisms, quantifiers, disclaimers, and hedgers than
males' speech does. Research should provide evidence for the
proposition that changes in circumstance do not promote
14
-,
changes In speaking habits. Thus, the type of scene should
have no effect of the conventions of gender-specific speech,
as determined by previous studies~
15
METHOD
SELECTION OF STIMULI
A search for appropriate male-oriented,
female-oriented, and gender-neutral photographs preceded the
actual experiment. I began by simply gathering together a
collection of instructional photography books that would
probably contain the type of simple, self-explanatory
photographs that would best suit my purposes. These books
contained a number of adequate photographs that sufficiently
depicted their respective gender orientation. I felt uneasy,
however, with the fact that only one person would make
judgements concernlng the suitability of photographs.
Students from Lehigh University's subject pool assisted
In the selection of six photographs that would serve as
stimuli in the study. The decision to use subject pool
participants for this task followed rationally from my
intention to use the same population for the study.
Consequently, those choosing the photographs and those
describing them would represent the same group of people.
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The stimuli-selection process required subjects to view
20 photographs that I had previously chosen from various
photography books. Each subject simply received a rating
chart similar to TABLE #1, below.
TABLE #1: chart used by subjects to assign gender
orientation to photographs.
TABLE #1: GENDER ASSIGNMENT
both/
male female neither
slide #1
slide #2
slide #3
slide #4
slide #6
slide #6
slide #7
slide #8
slide #9
slide #10 ,
slide #11
slide #12
slide #13
slide #14
slide #15 ,
slide #16
slide #17
slide #18
slide #19
slide #20
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While viewing the 20 photographs in slide form, sUbjects
decided whether each depicted a "male"., "female", or gender-
~
neutral scene. They received no guidelines for determining
the gender orientation of photographs. Rather, they based
their decisions on those aspects that they deemed
significant and marked the rating chart accordingly.
After totaling the responses for each photograph, those
with definite gender orientations stood out. Students could
not agree on the gender-orientation of many photographs.
However, a number of photographs did receive the same gender
rating from most sUbjects. Initially, I had planned to
simply select the one photograph that received the most
ratings for each category, resulting in the use of three
photographs. In order to check the validity of my stimuli,
though, I opted to use two photographs from each category.
Descriptions of the two photographs from each category, I
asserted, should share many of the qualities on which I
planned to focus. In other words, subjects who changed
their speech styles for one of the gender-oriented
photographs should have done so for the other photograph in
that category as well. Failure to make such parallel
changes in speaking manners would indicate inconsistencies
in the classification of photographs.
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For this project, six photographs, rather than Mulac
and Lundell's two, served as stimuli. Two of the six
photographs depicted male-oriented scenes, two depicted
female-oriented scenes, and two served as gender-neutral, or
control, scenes. Short descriptions of the photographs,
including their assigned gender orientations follows.
PHOTOGRAPH #1: This photograph depicts the front,
driver-side corner of an automobile.
With its headlights on, the grey-white
car is showered by water from a puddle,
or possibly from a passing vehicle.
Subject pool participants identified
this photograph as male-oriented.
PHOTOGRAPH #2: The most predominant aspect of this
photograph is a grand palace in the
distance. A long road, beginning in the
foreground, leads to the doors of the
palace. Large trees and grass on either
side of the road add green hues to the
picture. Those in the subject pool
selected this photograph as a gender-
neutral stimulus.
PHOTOGRAPH #3: This beach scene photograph includes the
off-white sand and grey-blue water
typical of the New Jersey coast. Two
sea gulls sit atop a rock barrier that
begins with wooden posts along the sand
and extends into the water. According
to the subject pool students, this
photograph also depicts a gender-neutral
scene.
PHOTOGRAPH #4: The majority of this photograph is
composed simply of a plant's green
leaves and stems. Eight small pink
flowers dot the otherwise entirely green
scene. Those in the subject pool
associated this scene with females.
PHOTOGRAPH #5: Seven straw hats appear in this
photograph. All of the hats appear to
be hung on a wall or along the front of
shelves. The hats vary in style: some
have colorful ribbons or designs woven
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into them, some are composed of
different shades of straw, and some have
unique shapes. This photograph,
according to those in the subject pool,
hag a female orientation.
PHOTOGRAPH #6: Dirty work boots and a pair of stained
gloves sit on a wooden chair in this
photograph. Part of a wool-lined denim
jacket can be seen draped over the back
of the chair, which sits on an orange
carpet. Subject pool participants felt
that this photograph suggests
masculinity.
SUBJECTS
Subjects in this study represented the general population
of college students. At the time of experimentation, all
subjects attended Lehigh University as undergraduates. The
university's subject pool served as a source for subjects.
As a requirement for certain introductory social science
courses, students must take part in the university's subject
pool for one semester. The majority of subjects came from
these introductory classes.
Subject pool coordinators randomly selected students
for this study, according to my specifications. Because
subjects' tasks in this particular study included
recognition and identification of colors, I asked the
subject pool coordinators to omit color-blind students from
the subject group. Other than this qualification, all
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members of the pool had an equal chance of selection for the
study.
Subject pool coordinators provided me with the names
of 100 students that they had randomly chosen and assigned
to the study. A combination of 42 females and 32 males
attended experimentation sessions. Incomplete or unclear
data, however, caused me to eliminate two male and five
female subjects from analysis. Thus, the sample sizes of 30
males and 37 females comprised a total of 67 subjects
involved in the entire study.
MEASURES
Each of the five gender-differentiating speech
variables identified earlier involves a number of elements.
Ordinarily, the terms "seems like" or "looks like"
illustrate uncertainty. However, because the subjects
described visible stimuli, it became impossible to determine
whether these terms exemplified tentativeness or simple
declarative statements of the subjects' observations.
Regarding all of the classifications, including "seems/looks
like" ,. as .separate components, I established the following
11 dependent variables.
2l
TONE
1. monotony
ADJECTIVES
2. general colors
3. specific colors
4. empty adjectives
ADVERBS
5. increasing intensifiers
6. decreasing intensifiers
POLITENESS
7. slang
8. euphemisms
TENTATIVENESS
9. qualifiers
10. disclaimers
11. seems/looks like
The spoken descriptions given by each subject were
measured according to the incidence of each linguistic
variable. I used a tally-mark system to record each
variable's occurrence in each subject's descriptions. A
tally sheet for each subject included that subject's number,
sex, tally marks according to each photograph and variable,
and totals for each variable.
PROCEDURE
PREPARATION
Subject pool coordinators posted lists of students
assigned to the study on the computerized bulletin boards
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for the relevant introductory courses as well as in a number
of academic buildings. For subjects' identification
purposes, the study was titled, "Gender and Description".
However, sUbjects received no further information concerning
the study's topic or hypothesis, or about their role in the
research process.
Raw data collection occurred during experimentation
sessions in which su~jects orally described six photographs.
All experimentation sessions took place during daytime hours
on weekdays and in the same academic setting in order to
avoid unintended effects of different circumstances. I took
special care to guarantee that all sUbjects followed
identical steps throughout their entire involvement in the
study.
Before sUbjects arrived on each day, I arranged the
room where experimentation took place. The standard set-up
procedure consisted of setting a tape recorder next to the
subjects' seat and putting slides of the six photographs, in
their established order, into the slide projector. I placed
introductory information about the experiment outside of the
room and posted signs that asked arriving sUbjects to read
the information before entering the room.
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Subjects knew only the title of the study until they
arrived for their experimental session. They read three
separate documents before beginning actual experimentation.
First, they received a paper entitled, "Description of Task"
(see Appendix) . The general description briefly explained
the study's subject and objective. In order to prevent
subjects from altering their speech patterns, this
description did not inform subjects of my interest in their
linguistic styles. The partially-informed subjects, then,
knew only that I wished to compare the descriptions given by
males to those given by females.
After clarifying any questions or concerns that they
may have had about the general description, subjects
received more specific information about their role in the
experiment. An instruction sheet supplied subjects with
directions for performing their task. Specific instructions
given to the subjects included seven specific steps (see
Appendix) .
Subjects then read an Informed Consent form (see
Appendix). This form summarized the responsibilities of
both the subjects and the experimenter. In addition, it
reminded subjects that, should they become uncomfortable or
unhappy with the experiment, they could choose to end their
experimentation session at any time with minimal
consequence. The Informed Consent Form also provided names
24
and phone numbers and subject pool coordinators for any
subjects with general uncertainties about their involvement
in the study. Subjects were required to sign this form and
give it to the experimenter before beginning their
experimentation session.
EXPERIMENTATION
Once subjects fully understood and felt comfortable
with their role in the study, they began their
experimentation seSSlon. I allowed nobody, other than one
subject and myself, in the room during experimentation. As
each subject entered the room and took a seat facing the
film screen, I noted that subject's number and sex on my own
list. Referrals to subjects from that point forward would
utilize these identifiers rather than names.
Although I assumed that subjects had carefully read the
instruction sheet, I reiterated some major points. I
routinely told subjects that they could say anything that
occurred to them about a particular scene. Because the
slide machine included a timer, I explained that a new slide
would appear on the screen every 20 seconds. As they saw
each photograph, I told subjects, I would verbally identify
it by number and they could begin their description
immediately. If a change in photograph interrupted any of
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their descriptions, subjects were simply to pause and begin
describing the next photograph after I identified it.
Reminding them about my tape recording of their
descriptions, I told them to speak loudly and clearly so
that their voices would record adequately over the sound
made by the slide projector. Subjects, then, asked any
additional questions that they had concerning the
experiment. Most subjects indicated no hesitations or
uncertainties. Several asked me to repeat specific
instructions and others wondered about the content of their
descriptions.
Each taped segment began with my recitation of the date
and subject number of the speaker. After dictating this
information into the tape recorder, I initiated the sequence
of slides, identified the first photograph, and allowed
subjects to describe the scene. A timer automatically
signalled the slide machine to switch to the second
photograph after 20 seconds. As requested, subjects who had
not finished speaking stopped and prepared to describe the
next slide. With the identification of slide number two,
subjects began their second description. Subjects and I
followed the same process for the remaining slides.
At the end of the experimentation session, each student
received a Debriefing Sheet (see appendix), which reviewed
26
my goals and expectations of the study. It also informed
subjects of my true intentions in the study. No subjects
indicated any dissatisfaction with the fact that I initially
withheld some details of my analysis.
Before subjects left, I, once again, made sure that
they felt comfortable about the experiment. All subjects
assured me that they needed no further explanations about
the experiment. A number of subjects, however, expressed
further interest in my study. I spoke with them as much as
I could and answered all of their questions. All subjects
left with the understanding that they could contact me with
any subsequent concerns about the experiment or their role
in it.
ORGANIZATION OF DATA
Each subjects' descriptions lasted approximately two
minutes. Three 60-minute tapes contained the descriptions
given by all subjects. The date of recording, as well as
the subject number of the speaker, preceded each segment,
separating and distinguishing one from another.
In order to prevent confusion and keep data in order, I
listened to the tapes a number of times. The study included
a total of 11 variables, grouped under six general headings.
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I completely reviewed the tapes six times, once for each
major grouping, listening only for utterances that fit each
group's specifications. For example, on one review of the
tapes, I listened for quantifiers and qualifiers, both
contained in the "adverbs" grouping. Although, in most
cases, I listened for more than one specific type of
utterance, no grouping contained more than three variables
-.j
and the close relationships between these variables made
them very easy to recognize simultaneously. Focusing on one
main aspect at time allowed me to concentrate solely on
listening without the added responsibility of distinguishing
between many variables. I became extremely familiar with
the variables, understanding the domain and limitations of
each. Thus, I minimized my chances of missing or wrongly
classifying any relevant utterance.
To organlze my data, I used a chart, pictured in TABLE
#2, below, for each subject. Above the chart, for clerical
purposes, I noted the subject's number and sex. Again, each
major heading of variables, on the left, required a separate
review of the tapes. I proceeded through the tapes, each
time concentrating on a major grouping, and placed tally
marks in the appropriate spaces in the chart.
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TABLE #2 : chart used to record and organize
occurrences of each variable in subjects'
descriptions
TABLE #2: TALLY SHEET
TONE monotony
empty adjs.
ADJECTIVES gen. colors
spec. colors
ADVERBIAL increasing
INTENSIFI-
ERS decreasing
slang
POLITENESS
euphemisms
qualifiers
TENTATIVE- disclaimers
NESS seems/looks
like
#1
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#2 #3 #4 #5 #6
RESULTS
To establish reliability of coding, I trained another
person to code the tapes. This person received very
detailed explanations of all 11 linguistic variables,
including examples 'of each from sources other than the
tapes. The second reviewer did an independent assessment of
the descriptions, based on her comprehension and recognition
of the variables. She had no access to records of my
analyses, but could contact me with general questions about
her task at any time.
A comparison of the two raters' evaluations of speech
elements in the subjects' descriptions preceded all
analyses. In order to consider the original count of any
variable's occurrence for any description as valid, it could
not differ dramatically from the second evaluator's count.
The overall inter-rater reliability! was 94.6 percent. The
fact that many single variables had a low number of
IThe following formula determined the percentage of
agreement between the two evaluators' categorization of each
variable.
R% = 100 [ 1 - (D/T) ]
This formula utilized the difference in the raters' counts (D)
for each variable, as well as the total of that variable's
occurrences recognized by both evaluators (T). Subtracting the
ratio of these two numbers from one and multiplying by 100
produced an inter-rater reliability percentage (R).
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occurrences prompted the decision to compute the
reliabilities for each of the six major groupings. Graph
#1, below shows these results.
GRAPH #1: inter-rater reliability percentages for
each of the six major variable groups.
GRAPH #1: INTER-RATER RELIABILITY
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Most groupings had acceptable reliabilities. The 67.2
agreement for variables under the politeness heading,
however seemed too low. This percentage probably resulted
simply from the very small total number of euphemisms and
slang terms used in descriptions. Regardless of its cause,
however, such a low reliability signified a lack of clarity
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about the utterances that qualified as euphemisms and slang
terms. Any' confusion regarding the rudiments of these
variables most likely affected their counts in earlier
stages of evaluation. Further analysis, therefore, excluded
the topics of euphemisms and slang.
REPLICATION OF PAST RESEARCH
The gender-neutral stimuli in the experiment performed
two functions. Most importantly, they served as control
variables. Descriptions of the two gender-neutral
photographs acted as a basis for contrasting the
descriptions of gender-oriented photographs. (This concept
will receive further attention in the subsequent "Analysis
of Data and Conclusions" section.) In addition, the use of
gender-neutral stimuli played in integral part in the
replication of previous research.
Past studies have identified several components of
speech that seem to vary in accordance with the gender of
the speaker. Mulac and Lundell's 1986 study, which served
as a basis for this experiment, did so by requiring subjects
to verbally describe two gender-neutral photographs. Since
the specific photographs used by Mulac and Lundell were
unavailable at the time of this study, the photographs
deemed gender-neutral b~embers of the subject pool took
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their place. The gender-related differences in speech
styles previously observed occurred in this study as well,
establishing that the photographs used in this experiment
adequately represented those used by Mulac and Lundell.
EVALUATION OF SEX DIFFERENCES ON GENDER-NEUTRAL STIMULI
Assessment began with a simple examination of each
variable's occurrences across gender-neutral stimuli for
male subjects and for female subjects. A t-test was done to
compare mean number of occurrences of each variable given by
male subjects and by female subjects in descriptions of
gender-neutral stimuli. T-values for all variables are given
ln TABLE #3. The qif~ence in means for all listed
TABLE #3: summary of t-values and corresponding
levels of significance.
TABLE #3: T-VALUES
VARIABLE T-VALUE
monotony 0
general colors -1.04
specific colors -7.34**
empty adjectives -4.11**
quantifiers 0.91
qualifiers 1.10
hedgers -0.84
disclaimers 1.40*
seems/looks like -0.93
*significant at p=.lO
**significant at p=.OOOS
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variables approached significance. Justification in
allowing an alpha level such as .10 to determine
significance lies in extremely small sample sizes associated
with these variables.
The t-test should have produced positive values for
those variables associated with females' speech and negative
values for IImasculine ll variables. Thus, remaining
consistent with previous research, positive values should
have resulted for all variables except for monotony and
quantifiers. Conversely, these two variables, which qualify
II male ll speech components should have produced negative
scores. Some discrepancies between anticipated signs and
the signs of actual scores existed.
Although past studies showed that males tend to speak
ln a monotone more often than female do, the t-value of zero
for the variable of monotony indicated that male and female
subjects used monotony equally in their descriptions.
Also, according to past research, females' use of
disclaimers should exceed that of their male counterparts.
Yet, males used more disclaimers in their descriptions than
females did. The disagreement between actual signs and
anticipated signs for these variables seemed to identify
inconsistencies between results of this experiment and the
findings of past studies. The fact that results for these
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variables did not necessarily match those of other
researchers, however, probably resulted from low occurrences
of the variables in subjects' descriptions.
The fact that small sample sizes could have very easily
caused changes in the signs of t-values, as well as the
necessity of using relatively large alpha levels to
establish significance, influenced the decision to overlook
the small discrepancies between this study and past
research. The results for the photographs used in this
experiment carne close enough to the findings of comparable
past studies to justify the use of gender-neutral
photographs as control variables in subsequent analyses.
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS
Paired-subjects Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) for each
of the variables within each of the gender groups, using the
hypothesis Ho:i{l =,k2 =,A,p were performed. The following
tables present means for each sub-variable and ANOVA results
for each variable. The subsequent sections more
specifically examine the significance of these results as
well as the interactions between sex of the speaker and
gender orientation of the photographs for each variable.
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TABLE 4: summary of the mean number of occurrences
of each variable in descriptions of each type of
photograph by gender orientation of the photograph
and sex of the speaker
TABLE #4: MEANS
MALES FEMALES
male photographs 1.10 1.22
MONOTONY female photographs 0.83 1. 05
neutral photographs 1. 00 1. 00
male photographs 0.30 0.41
GENERAL COLORS female photographs 2.87 2.41
neutral photographs 0.40 0.65
male photographs 0.10 0.08
SPECIFIC COLORS female photographs 0.10 0.22
neutral photographs 0.00 0.05
male photographs 0.03 0.22
EMPTY
ADJECTIVES female photographs 0.03 0.14
neutral photographs 0.03 0.16
male photographs 0.50 0.46
QUANTIFIERS female photographs 0.40 0.35
neutral photographs 0.57 0.51
male photographs 0.27 0.14
QUALIFIERS female photographs 0.37 0.51
neutral photographs 0.33 0.51
male photographs 0.10 0.08
DISCLAIMERS female photographs 0.33 0.24
neutral photographs 0.20 0.14
male photographs 0.67 1.24
HEDGERS female photographs 0.80 1. 08
neutral photographs 0.47 0.86
male photographs 1. 30 1. 73
SEEMS/LOOKS
LIKE female photographs :/' 0.77 1.16
neutral photographs 1. 23 2.05
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TABLE 5: summary of the mean squares and computed
f-ratios of each variable for male subjects
TABLE #5: ANOVA RESULTS (MALES)
MEAN SQUARE MEAN COMPUTED
(BETWEEN) SQUARE F-RATIO
(WITHIN)
MONOTONY 0.55 0.38 1. 33
GENERAL COLORS 1206.50 1. 55 56.62**
SPECIFIC COLORS 0.10 0.05 2.00
EMPTY ADJECTIVES 0.005 0.03 0.17
QUANTIFIERS 0.43 0.21 0.49
QUALIFIERS 0.08 0.41 0.20
DISCLAIMERS 0.41 0.12 3.42*
HEDGERS 0.84 0.53 1. 58
SEEMS/LOOKS LIKE 2.53 0.73 3.47*
*significant at p=.05
**significant at p = .0005
TABLE #6: summary of~mean squares and computed f-
ratios of each variable for female subjects
TABLE #6: ANOVA RESULTS (FEMALES)
MEAN MEAN COMPUTED
SQUARE SQUARE F-RATIO
(BETWEEN) (ERROR)
MONOTONY 0.47 0.36 1. 32
GENERAL COLORS 44.07 0.69 63.52**
SPECIFIC COLORS 0.28 0.14 1. 98
EMPTY ADJECTIVES 0.07 0.31 0.23
QUANTIFIERS 0.26 0.79 0.33
QUALIFIERS 1. 77 0.35 5.00*
DISCLAIMERS 0.26 0.13 2.00
.' HEDGERS 1. 34 0.75 1. 79
SEEMS/LOOKS LIKE 7.54 2.12 3.56*
*significant at p = .05
**significant at p = .0005
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Due to the lack of an acceptable statistical software
package, graphic representations and qualitative
descriptions of interactions replace quantitative analyses.
The null hypothesis stated that males and females should
invariably use their characteristic speech styles to
describe all photographs. Dramatic effects of a
photograph's gender orientation on these linguistic norms
woul~ lead to rejection of this hypothesis. The adoption of
"male" speech characteristics by females, when describing
male-oriented photographs, or the adoption of "female"
speech characteristics by males, when describing female-
oriented photographs, would provide evidence that speech
styles depended on situation rather than on the sex of the
speaker.
As the latter two tables show, the majority of computed
F-ratios fell below the limit of 3.15. However, the ANOVAs
for some variables demonstrated that the gender-orientation
of photographs may have influenced certain speech patterns.
ANOVA results indicated substantial diversity among
descriptions of different types of photographs for males'
use of disclaimers, females' use of hedgers, and the use of
general colors and "seems/looks like" by members of both
sexes. Further analyses of these cases included post-hoc
investigations (Scheffe's method) in order to determine the
source of variation. Identifying the contributors to a
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rejected hypothesis allowed for assessment of each
variable's consistency with respect to specific situations.
MONOTONY
Males
The ANOVA produced an insignificant F-ratio of 1.432.
This value indicated that the amount of monotony In speech
did not change in response to the gender orientation of
photographs. Evidence existed, then, to support the
hypothesis that males used monotony consistently in their
descriptions, regardless of the gender-orientation of
photographs.
Females
The F-ratio, of 1.32 suggested no significant
difference between the three means3. Females' use of
monotony did remained relatively constant in descriptions of
the three types of photographs. As for males, these results
supported the hypothesis that the mean should have remained
equal for all three situations.
2Due to the fact actual degrees of freedom did not
necessarily correspond to those in the table, I rounded acutal
degrees of freedom down to the closest values listed (.~F2.W).
3Again, the actual degrees of freedom were rounded so that
they matched those in the table (~F2W)
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Interaction
According to the means of males' and females' use of
monotony, an interaction between the gender-orientation of
photographs and the sex of speakers existed. This
interaction, illustrated in GRAPH #2, resulted from
inconsistencies in the difference between the use of
monotony by male and female subjects. While all subjects
spoke in a monotone to the same degree in their descriptions
of gender-neutral photographs, females used monotony less
than males did when describing gender-biased photographs.
Even in their descriptions of gender-biased photographs,
males and females did not differ consistently. The
magnitude of this difference depended on the specific
gender-orientation of the photographs described. Females
and males differed ln the amount of monotony used in
descriptions of female~oriented photographs. Such a large
difference did not accompany descriptions of gender-neutral
or male-oriented photographs.
The introduction of female-oriented stimuli had
opposite effects on males' and females' use of monotony,
causing the interaction. A study of this size, however,
rarely produces identical changes among groups of subjects
exposed to the same treatments. In this case, both males
and females used more monotony in their descriptions of
male-oriented photographs than they did in their
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GRAPH #2: interaction between gender orientation
of photographs and the sex of speakers for
monotony
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descriptions of female-oriented photographs. Males' and
females' consistent order in the use of monotony, as
illustrated by the graph, demonstrated the lack of a main
eff~ct, discussed earlier.
GENERAL COLORS
;
Males
Males' descriptions of netural photographs contained a
total of 12 general color names and those for male-oriented
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photographs contained only 9. The male subjects, however,
used many more general color names when describing female-
oriented photographs. A computed F-ratio of 56.62 indicated
signficant differences between the means. Males'
descriptions of female-oriented photographs contained a
significantly higher number of general color names than
their other descriptions did. Thus, the hypothesis of
equality among the means for the three types of photographs
was rejected.
Because rejection of the hypothesis most probably
resulted from the difference between the mean for female-
oriented photographs and the means for the other two types
~
of photographs, investigation of this contrast took
priority. The post-hoc analysis compared the average of
means for male-oriented and gender-neutral photographs to
the mean for female-oriented photographs. A significant
difference between these two values supported the contention
that the high mean for female-oriented photographs
contributed to the rejection of the hypothesis. A value of
t = -13.84 demonstrated that a significant difference did
exist. These numbers led to the conclusion that, regarding
the use of general color names, males tended to take on
feminine speech characteristics when they described feminine
situations.
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Females
The means for female sUbjects followed the same rough
pattern as the means for male sUbjects did. The female
subjects used general color names most often when describing
female-oriented photographs. The three means differed
significantly (F = 66.52, P < .05), leading to rejection of
the hypothesis that the three means should be equal. A
.
simple glance at the three means showed that their large
variance reflected the high mean for female-oriented
photographs.
A small difference in the means for gender-neutral and
male-oriented photographs, prompted a comparison of the
average of these two means to that for female-oriented
photographs. A post-hoc t-test demonstrated that these two
valued differed significantly (t = 9.63 , P < .05). For
female sUbjects, then, photograph orientation played a role
in determining description style. Unlike the males, though,
females did not lose their feminine speech characteristics
when describing photographs with the "opposite" gender-
orientation. The feminine qualities simply intensified in
descriptions of female-oriented photographs. This change
helped to disprove the initial hypothesis as it applied to
general colors.
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Interaction
The graph of males' and females' means for the use of
general color names displays the interaction of speaker sex
and gender orientation of photographs. In this case, the
means for males and females actually changed their order.
In their descriptions of male~oriented and photographs,
males used less general color names than females did.
However, males' use of general color names exceeded that of
females' in descriptions of female-oriented photographs.
GRAPH #3: interaction between gender orientation
of photographs and the sex of speakers for general
colors
GRAPH #3: GENERAL COLORS
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lema I.,.
GRAPH #3 shows changes in the subject group that used more
general color names with intersecting lines, representing a
diso~dinal interaction.
The graph demonstrates that males and females followed
the same basic pattern in use of general color names.
Generally, the means number of general color names used by
male subjects and female subjects remained fairly close in
each situation. Means for the descriptions of male-oriented
and gender-neutral photographs given by members of each sex
varied by no more than 0.25. As explained earlier, such
small differences In means could have very possibly resulted
from sampling error due to small incidence of the variable.
Given the close proximity of the means under each of these
conditions, males could have very easily scored higher than
females did, making the order consistent with that of
female-oriented photographs.
SPECIFIC COLORS
Males
The F-ratio obtained for males' use of specific color
names designated any observable differences as insignificant
(F = 2.00, P = n.s.). Although means varied slightly, they
did not vary enough to illustrate an effect of photograph
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orientation. The observed differences most likely happened
by chance and, thus, did not signify any trends.
Females
The ANOVA produced an F-ratio, 1.98, which indicated
no significant difference between the three means. These
results determined that, as for males, situation had no
effect of the use of specific color names by females. Thus,
female subjects used an equal amount of specific color names
in all situations, supporting the hypothesis.
Interaction
As presented by GRAPH #4, an interaction between
orientation of photographs and sex of speakers existed.
Differences in the mean number of uses of specific color
names by males and females did not remain constant in
descriptions of all types of photographs. In addition,
males and females changed position in terms of the frequency
of specific color names in speech, characterizing the
interaction as disordinal. In descriptions of male-oriented
photographs, males used slightly more specific color names
than females did. Females' descriptions of female-oriented
photographs and gender-neutral photographs, however,
contained more specific color names than did the comparable
descriptions given by males.
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Unlike results for the previous two variables, the
patterns of specific color name use by males and females
followed somewhat different patterns. However, some
fundamental similarities still existed. As compared to
descriptions of gender-neutral
GRAPH #4: interaction between gender orientation
of photographs and the sex of speakers for
specific colors
GRAPH #4: SPECIFIC COLORS
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photographs, both males and females increased their use of
specific color names when describing female-oriented
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photographs. For males, the means for male-oriented
photographs and female-oriented photographs exceeded that of
gender-neutral photographs, revealing that the presence of
either gender-bias tended to increase the prevalence of
specific color names in males' speech. For females, as
well, the mean for male-oriented photographs remained above
the mean for gender-neutral photographs. The relative
difference in females' means for male-oriented and female-
oriented photographs simply demonstrated that, although
gender-bias, in general, caused in increase in the number of
specific color names used by all subjects, feminine gender-
bias had an extreme effect on female subjects.
EMPTY ADJECTIVES
Males
Only three empty adjectives were found in all of the
descriptions given by male subjects. Descriptions of male-
orlented, female-oriented, and gender-neutral photographs
each contained one empty adjective. The fact that the three
means for males actually equalled each other eliminated the
need for an ANOVA. The claim that situation should have no
effect on males' description styles could have received no
stronger evidence than a case such as this one, with truly
equivalent means.
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Females
The F-ratio of 0.23 was not significant, demonstrating
that the diversity among means could have very easily
happened by chance. This finding meant that, while means
did not remain constant and, in fact, increased for the
"wrong" variable, they did not vary enough to threaten the
soundness of the hypothesis. The ANOVA's results supported
the notion that females use the same number of empty
adjectives in all situations.
Interaction
Males and females had different patterns of empty
adjective usage. Most obviously, descriptions given by
females contained many more empty adjectives than
descriptions given by males did. Secondly, the mean number
of empty adjectives per gender-orientation of photographs
varied in the female subject group. Compared to their
descriptions of gender-neutral photographs, females used
more empty adjectives when describing male-oriented
photographs, and used less when describing female-oriented
photographs. On the other hand, the mean for the male
subjects did not change as a result of photographs' gender-
orientations. GRAPH #5 illustrates these differences.
By examining the graph of relationship betwee~e sex
of speakers and the gender orientation of photographs for
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GRAPH #5: no interaction between gender
orientation of photographs and the sex of speakers
for empty adjectives
GRAPH #5: EMPTY ADJECTIVES
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the variable of empty adjectives, it became evident that no
disordinal interaction existed. Although the presence of
gender-biased stimuli did not affect males' use of empty
adjectives as it did for females, the line depicting the
fluctuation in females' means and the line showing the
consistency of males' means never cross. The introduction
6f~gerid~i~bi~se~ stimuli had different effects on the two
subject groups, but it did not alter either one so much as
to change their order. In all cases males used less empty
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adjectives than females did in their descriptions.
Therefore, although not quite as acceptable as similar
patterns in empty adjective usage, the assumption of a
uniform reaction to each gender-orientation gained merit.
QUANTIFIERS
Males
Males altered their use of quantifiers only slightly.
The F-ratio indicated no significant difference between
means (F = 0.49, P = n.s.). These results supported the
contention that males' speech styles did not regularly
change in response to situational factor and thus, posed no
threat to the hypothesis' validity.
Females
Statistical analysis of differences among females, as
for that of males, failed to indicate significance
(F = 0.33, P = n.s.). The lack of a significant difference
between the three means suggested that situation played
little or no part in determining the prevalence of
quantifiers in females' speech.
Interaction
No notable interaction existed between the gender-
orientation of photographs and the se~ of speakers for the
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variable of quantifers. Both males and females used the
least amount of quantifiers in descriptions of female-
oriented photographs, and used the most amount in
descriptions of gender-neutral photographs. In addition, the
difference between males' means and females' remained
relatively consistent in all situations. GRAPH #6
illustrates some minor discrepancies between the difference
in means for each gender=orientation.
GRAPH #6: mean number of quantifiers used by
gender orientation of photographs and the sex of
speakers
GRAPH #6: QUANTIFIERS
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However, only small variations among these stimuli existed.
Males and females used almost the same number of quantifiers
as a response to the gender orientation of photographs.
QUALIFIERS
Males
Males used only 8 qualifiers in their descriptions of
male-oriented photographs. They increased the number of
qualifiers to 11 when they described female-oriented
photographs. The three means did not differ enough to
indicate any effect of situation on description styles
(F = .20, P = n.s) . These results supported the hypothesis
that males did not alter the number of qualifiers in their
speech as a result of changes in circumstance.
Females
Females used the same amount of qualifiers in their
descriptions of gender-neutral as they did in descriptions
of female-oriented photographs, but they had a much smaller
mean for male-oriented photographs. An F-ratio of 5.00.
indicated that the means for the three types of photographs
differed significantly.
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Because the descriptions of gender-neutral and female-
oriented photographs contained the same number of
qualifiers, a post-hoc comparison of these two sub-variables
would provide no substantial results. A comparison of these
means, 0.51, to the mean number of qualifiers used in
descriptions of male-oriented photographs, 0.14, was done.
Statistical analysis produced a significant t-value of
-3.11. The significant difference between the mean for
male-oriented photographs and those for gender-neutral and
female-oriented photographs identified this contrast as a
meaningful one. Females did not use as many qualifiers in
male situations as they did in the others.
In teraction
Males' pattern qualifiers use had only a small
resemblance to that of females. The large difference
between males' and females' means for descriptions of
gender-neutral photographs most likely resulted from
previous characterizations of qualifiers as a "feminine"
speech quality, suggesting that females, as a rule, use more
qualifiers than males do in neutral situations. GRAPH #7
shows that the mean number of qualifiers used by females
decreased dramatically in descriptions of male-oriented
photographs. A much smaller difference accompanied the
males' various descriptions.
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GRAPH #7: interaction between gender orientation
of photograph and the sex of speakers for
qualifiers
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With close examination of the graph, subtle
similarities in the use of qualifiers by the two groups
appeared. Both males and females used the smallest amount
of qualifiers in their descriptions of male-oriented
photographs. The introduction of a masculine circumstance
had identical directional effects on members of both sexes.
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Females simply experienced change of a greater magnitude
than males did.
DISCLAIHBRS
Hales
Analysis of the difference between the mean number of
disclaimers used in the three types of descriptions yielded
the statistically significant F-ratio of 3.42. Males,
then, sUbstantially change this aspect of their speech
styles to suit gender-biased situations. These results led
to rejection of the hypothesis that males used disclaimers
equally in all situations.
~ A post-hoc t-test comparing the average of the means
for gender-neutral and male-oriented photographs to that for
female-oriented photographs found no significance (t = 2.51,
P = n.s.). A second t-test, contrasting the two gender-
biased descriptions indicated that the number of disclaimers
used in these two types of descriptions differed
significantly (t = 2.56, P < .05). Masculine and feminine
situations, by themselves, each had a trivial effect on the
use of disclaimers by males. The small changes that
occurred, when combined, created a significant difference
between the number of disclaimers used in descriptions of
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male-oriented scenes and in descriptions of female-oriented
scenes.
Females
An F-ratio of 2.00, did not establish a significant
difference between the three means. While females' meqns
differed somewhat, they remained close enough to support the
hypothesis that gender biased situations would not cause a
significant increase or decrease in the number of
disclaimers regularly used.
Interaction
In gender-neutral situations, females used more
disclaimers than males did. Photographs with a female
orientation caused members of both groups to increase the
number of disclaimers in their descriptions. Conversely,
both male and female subjects used the least amount of
disclaimers in descriptions of male-oriented photographs.
GRAPH #8 illustrates that, although females used more
disclaimers than males did in each circumstance, the
difference between their means did not remain constant.
Theoretically, this phenomenon signified an ordinal
interaction.
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GRAPH #8: interaction between gender orientation
of photograph and the sex of speakers for
disclaimers
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No disordinal interaction occurred because the means for
males and females on this variable changed in similar ways.
Both lines in the graph move upward and they never cross.
The presence of an ordinal interaction resulted solely from
the fact that the difference between means for males and
females did not remain consistent in'each situation.
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HEDGERS
Males
Statistical analysis .found no significant difference
between the mean number of hedgers used by males in their
descriptions of the three types of photographs ( F = 1.58,
P = n.s.). Male subjects used relatively a relatively equal
amount of hedgers in all of their descriptions. These
results supported the hypothesis that males used a fixed
number of hedgers in both gender-biased and gender-neutral
situations.
Females
Females used 32 hedgers in their descriptions of
gender-neutral photographs and a total of 86 hedgers in
their descriptions of gender-biased photographs. These
differences, however, produced an F-ratio of 1.58,
designating any differences between the three means
insignificant. Female subjects, in other words, did not
alter their use of hedgers in response to situation.
Interaction
Both males and females used a greater number of hedgers
in their descriptions of gender-biased photographs than they
did in descriptions of gender-neutral photographs. However,
masculine and feminine situations did not cause the same
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degree of change within each group. Males increased their
use of hedgers the most when describing female-oriented
photographs. Females, on the other hand, used the greatest
amount of hedgers in descriptions of male-oriented
photographs. These changes resulted in an ordinal
interaction, show~ in QRAPH #9.
GRAPH #9: interaction between gender orientation
of photograph and the sex of speakers for hedgers.
GRAPH #9: HEDGERS
interaction of orientation and gender
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The lines representing changes in males' and females'
mean number of hedgers followed the same pattern. Thus, the
introduction of gender-biased stimuli had the same
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directional effect on male and female subjects. In
addition, females' descriptions always contained more
hedgers than those of males did, indicating no main effects.
The differences between means simply vari~d ln magnitude.
IT SEEMS/LOOKS LIKE
Males
Although as elements of tentativeness, "it seems like"
and "it looks like" qualified as a feminine linguistic
variable, males used "it seems/looks like" least often in
descriptions of female-oriented photographs. The computed
F-ratio of 3.47 indicated that the occurrence of this
variable in males' descriptions differed significantly. The
presence of a significant difference between the three means
contradicted the claim that males use "it seems/looks"
equally in descriptions of all types of photographs.
Post-hoc analysis found a significant difference
between the mean for descriptions of female-oriented
photographs and those of male-oriented and gender-neutral
photographs (t = 2.60, P < .05). This substantial decrease
contributed to the rejection of the original hypothesis. It
also raised uncertainty-about the characterization of "it
seems/looks like" as a feminine linguistic variable.
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Females ,.-
As compared to the descriptions of gender-neutral
photographs, females lost some of their tentativeness when
describing male-oriented photographs, but lost even more
when describing female-oriented photographs. These
statistically significant differences (F = 3.56, P < .05)
led to a rejection of the hypothesis that females use of "it
seems/looks like" remains constantin all situations.
A post-hoc investigation contrasted the means for
female-oriented photographs from the means of the others. A
significant t-value of 2.52 demonstrated that the mean
number of occurrences of "it seems/looks like" in
descriptions of female-oriented photographs significantly
differed from those of male-oriented and gender-neutral
photographs. The decrease in this variable's prevalence
that accompanied descriptions of female-oriented photographs
helped to disprove the hypothesis of equality between the
three means. However, given the designation of "it
seems/looks like" as a feminine linguistic variable,
subjects should not have decreased their use of this
variable in feminine situations. Thus, as it had for males,
this result contradicts the characterization of "it
seems/looks like" as a quality of feminine speech.
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Interaction
For both males and females, "it seems like" and "it
looks like" occurred most rarely in descriptions of female-
oriented photographs. However, females said "it seems like"
and "it looks like" most often in descriptions of gender-
neutral photographs and males used these phrases the most
when describing male-oriented scenes. GRAPH-#lO illustrates
these effects.
GRAPH #10: interaction between gender orientation
of photograph and the sex of speakers for
"seems/looks like"
GRAPH #10: IISEEMS/LOOKS L1KEII
interaction of orientation and gender
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In descriptions of male-oriented photographs, males
slightly increased their use of 11 it seems/looks like" while
females decreased theirs. Regardless of the direction of
variation, females used the phrase more often than their
male counterparts did in each set of descriptions. Thus, no
disordinal interaction occurred.
.----- - .-.,- .-ep-. ,•. '- - .," .... ~". "'" --!':f.
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DISCUSSION
My research attempted to shed further light on the
claim that males and females speak differently. In the
past r researchers had compared the spoken dialogues of males
and females r suggesting that members of the two groups have
different linguistic styles. These researchers analyzed the
spoken dialogues given -by subjects in only gender-neutral
situations. However r in order to say that males and
females regularly use different linguistic styles r one must
show that these styles remain consistent in a variety of
situations. Thus r given the masculine and feminine
qualities of speech r as determined by past researchers, I
attempted to test them in gender-biased conditions.
In an extension of Mulac and Lundellrs study (1986) r I
compared descriptions of _male-oriented photographs r female-
oriented photographs r and gender-neutral photographs. Each
of the nine linguistic variables was evaluated with respect
to its prevalence in descriptions of each of the three types
of photographs. According to my hypothesis, subjects of
each gender should have used each linguistic variable
consistently in all descriptions. In other words r for males
as well as for females r I should have found no difference in
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the mean number of occurrences of any variable in
descriptions of the three types of photographs.
Results of the analysis indicated that the mean number
of occurrences of monotony, specific color names, empty
adjectives, quantifiers, qualifiers, and hedgers did not
vary significantly with respect to the gender orientation of
photographs. In these cases, I determined that the
established differences in the speaking habits of males and
females existed in all circumstances, as measured in this
study. Males did not lose their characteristic speech
qualities when describing feminine situations and females
maintained their respective speech qualities when describing
masculine situations. Thus, there existed consistency
across gender-bias for these variables.
Results of my ANOVAs for some variables, however,
demonstrated that changes in conditions did effect certain
aspects of "masculine" and "feminine" speech. The use of
general color names by both males and females, as well as
males' use of disclaimers and females' use of qualifiers did
not remain constant in all situations. Females' use of
qualifiers significantly diminished when they described
male-oriented photographs. This occurrence demonstrated
female's lessened use of one of their traditional linguistic
characteristics in a masculine situation. In addition, all
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sUbjects significantly increased the prevalence of the other
relevant "feminine" variables in descriptions of female-
oriented photographs. Such a phenomenon indicated that the
introduction of a feminine-biased situation caused an
increase in feminine speech characteristics of general color
names and disclaimers.
The reduction and intensification of feminine
linguistic characteristics had different implications for
males and females. According to past research, males should
have consistently used general color names, disclaimers,
and "it seems/looks like" rarely. Males' descriptions of
gender-neutral and male-oriented photographs did, in fact,
contain only small numbers of these variables. However, in
feminine situations, males used general color names and
disclaimers more frequently and used "it seems/looks like"
less often.
The level of particular variables did not remain
constant in females' descriptions either. Females decreased
the number of qualifiers in their speech in response to
male-oriented photographs. In these cases, females
abandoned their conventional speech patterns in favor of a
more masculine style. Like males, female sUbjects increased
their use of general color names and decreased their use of
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"it seems/looks like" in their descriptions of female-
oriented photographs.
Feminine situations plainly affected the use of general
color names by males and females in similar ways. Yet "" the
classification of theses variable as feminine speech
characteristics gave the comparable performances of males
and females different meanings. In the case of general
color names, males' acquisition of feminine speech
characteristics indicated a change in their customary speech
styles, the analogous performance by females demonstrated an
intensification of theirs.
The statistically significant different means for the
use of "it seems/looks like" by members of both SUbject
groups did not necessarily require rejection of the
hypothesis. Because subjects described visible entities,
many uses of "it seems like" and "it looks like" acted as
actual statements of observation. SUbjects' use of these
phrases may, in fact, have resulted from their attempts to
identify somewhat indistinguishable objects in the
photographs rather than tentativeness. Due to the inability
to determine whether each utterance of "it seems like" or
"it looks like" represented tentativeness or simple
description, no valid jUdgements regarding their relevance
in the speech of male could be made.
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Although both males and females increased their use of
certain designated female speech qualities in response to
feminine conditions, only males actually decreased their
characteristic linguistic attributes in these situations.
The intensification of feminine characteristics by female
~~ subjects, however, is an important finding in itself. The
introduction of feminine conditions obviously affected both
males and females. Members of both sexes used more general
color names in their descriptions of female-oriented
photographs than in descriptions of the other photographs.
The introduction of male conditions, however, did not appear
to affect males in the same way. While male-oriented
photographs motivated female subjects
to reduce the number of qualifiers in their speech, the
number of feminine linguistic variables in males'
descriptions of male-oriented photographs did not decrease.
The original hypothesis that the mean number of
occurrences of each variable should remain constant for all
descriptions given by males and females received
considerable support. For males, my observations and
statistical analyses supported this hypothesis for the
variables of monotony, specific colors, empty adjectives,
quantifiers, qualifiers, and hedgers. The same assessments
supported the hypotheses concerning the use of monotony,
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specific colors, empty adjectives, quantifiers, disclaimers,
and hedgers by females. Means for females' use of
qualifiers, as discussed earlier, decreased significantly
with in descriptions of male-oriented photographs.
Similarly males' means for general color names and
disclaimers increased significantly in descriptions of
female-oriented photographs. I suggest, then, that males do
not consistently use small numbers of general color names
and disclaimers in their speech, just as females do not
always use a large number of qualifiers. Also, females,
while regularly using many general color names, adjust their
use of these variables to suit feminine situations.
WEAKNESSES OF THIS STUDY AND THEIR INFLUENCE OF
FUTURE RESEARCH
certain constraints influenced the decision to use
photographs as stimuli in this study. Although the
photographs served their purpose adequately, I would not
have chosen to use visual stimuli had more time and finances
been available during research. In my opinion, other types
of stimuli may have been more suited for this type of study
for two reasons.
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First, random effects of the six particular photographs·
selected to represent male-oriented, female-oriented, and
gender-neutral situations may have influenced descriptions
styles. By replacing one photograph with another one, not
chosen by the sUbject pool participants, vastly different
results may have occurred. For example, both males and
females used many more general color names in their
descriptions of female-oriented photographs that they did
for the other types of photographs. ~ I have interpreted
this increase as a result of situational influence.
However, the female-oriented photographs could have, in
fact, simply contained many bold, distinct colors, prompting
sUbjects to notice and speak about them. The solution to
this problem lies in replication. Performing the same study
using alternate, but comparable, photographs would test the
reliability of results.
The second problem associated with the use of visual
stimuli had to do with the limitations of my study. My
research examined only nine linguistic variables. Past
research has identified many more speech qualities that
characterize males and females. I would have very much liked
to include feminine variables such as "tag questions" and
male variables such as "interruptions" in my· study.
However, I realized, sUbjects would have no chance to use
these variables while describing photographs. Therefore, my
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study could not take into account all identified speech
differences between males and females. An expanded study,
allowing for conversation, would more fUlly test the
consistency of gender-specific speech. Rather than
utilizing visual stimuli, this expanded replication would
place group of both males and females in masculine and
feminine physical surroundings. In doing so, I could
measure the elements of speech that emerge in conversation
with members of the same sex, as well as with those of the
opposite sex.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The use of gender-biased stimuli in this study
attempted to generalize Mulac and Lundell's (1986)
contentions that males and females have distinct linguistic
styles. In most cases, it did just that. Results supported
previous findings that categorized monotony and quantifiers
as qualities of masculine speech and designated specific
color names, empty adjectives, and hedgers as qualities of
females' speech. For some sUbjects, however, the
introduction of a particular gender bias caused significant
differences in the use of general color names, disclaimers,
and qualifiers.
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Past research, including that of Mulac and Lundell,
determined that males regularly used small amount of general
color names and disclaimers in their speech and females used
a large number of qualifiers. These variables, then,
qualified as feminine speech characteristics. Nevertheless,
this study, found the number of general color names and
disclaimers used by males when describing gender-neutral
photographs increased when they described female-oriented
photographs. Also, femalesd~creased their use of
qualifiers in descriptions- of male-oriented photographs.
The inconsistent use of these variables led to the
understanding that situation, rather than sex of the
speaker, dictated the prevalence of general color names,
disclaimers, and qualifiers in speech. However, as
a
discussed earlier, there exists a possibility that
confounding effects of the particular photographs used in
this investigation may have prompted atypical speech
behaviors from both males and females. This condition
prevents the formation of any solid conclusions regarding
inconsistencies in the use of these three variables.
While this study cannot provide any conclusive remarks
regarding previous designations of general color names,
disclaimers and qualifiers, the significant differences that
existed seemed to demonstrate some sensitivity to
situational factors. The changes that took place In
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response to the introduction of gender-bias, at the very
least, raises some uncertainties concerning previous
designations of these variables as feminine speech
characteristics. Males' and females' use of general color
names, disclaimers, and qualifiers in various situations
most definitely warrants further attention and analysis.
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APPENDIX
DESCRIPTION OF TASK
Welcome to the "Gender and Description" study, which
examines the ways in which males na females describe
photographed scenes. The experiment in which you are about
to participate requires you to view six photographs. Each
picture depicts a unique scene which you will describe for
approximately 20 seconds. The experimenter will tape-record
the descriptions for subsequent analysis.
Hopefully, all data will be gathered and fully analyzed
by the beginning of December. Soon afterward, you will
receive a summary of the study's results. These feedback
statements will explain, once again, the experiment's
purpose and notify you of any significant findings. Please
check for this message on your network server account during
early to mid-December. If you do not have access to an IBM
network server, you will receive the same information
through the mail.
Should you have questions or concerns about any aspect
of this study, please do not hesitate to ask the
experimenter. All inquiries and suggestions will receive
the experimenter's full attention.
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INSTRUCTION SHEET
1. Please read this instruction sheet carefully.
This experiment relies on the cooperation of
sUbjects. Even small variations in the gathering
of data could damage the study.
2. Each experimentation session involves one or
two sUbjects. If you are not here alone, you
and the other subject must decide who will
describe the photographs first. The other
person should wait in the hallway until
called by the -,experimenter ~bo~ree or
four minutes). .~
3. Before actually describing the photographs,
the experimenter will speak into the tape
recorder. The day and time will precede your
descriptions.
4. Photographs will appear in slide form. The
experimenter will verbally identify each
slide by number.
5. You may begin to describe each photograph
immediately after its identification. Please
limit your descriptions to 20 seconds. (The
experimenter will interrupt you if
necessary. )
6. If you do not have a network server account,
please make sure that the experimenter has an
accurate record of your campus or, if
necessary, home address. This information
will be used to send news regarding the
study's results and conclusions.
7. After you have completed your descriptions of
all six photographs, pick up a debriefing
sheet.. Please read it carefully. The
experimenter will gladly address any
questions or concerns that you may have.
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
I hereby agree to participate as a subject in the
research project entitled "Gender and Description",
conducted by Debra Wetcher.
It has been explained to me that this study attempts to
analyze masculine and feminine observation and description
styles. This study's procedure involves my verbal
description of six photographs. These descriptions will be
tape-recorded by the experimenter for later analysis. My
participation will involve one visit of approximately ten
minutes.
I understand that I may not receive any direct benefits
from participating in this study. However, my participation
may help to increase knowledge that may benefit others in
the future. 0
I understand that the data and answers to questions in
this experiment are confidential with regard to my identity
and will be stored anonYmously.
I understand that participation is voluntary and I am
free to withdraw from this study at any time without
negative consequences.
If I have any questions about this study and what is
expected of me, I may ask Debra Wetcher. In additiqn, I may
contact Eliss Wurf at 8-3618, or Linda Cope at 8-4861, with
general concerns about sUbject pool precesses and
requirements. I understand that, at the end of the session,
I will be given further information about the study, about
whom to contact if I have questions, and about whom to
contact if I have any problems that are a result of my
participation in the study.
I understand that if I want a record of my agreement to
participate, I may request a copy of this document from the
experimenter.
I have read and understand the preceding information.
~. ,>
Date. _ SUbject's signature __
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DEBRIEFING
Dear SUbject,
I would like to thank you for taking part in this
study. Due to the nature of the experiment, sUbjects'
initial complete knowledge of its purpose would have created
a Hawthorne effect ("performance" rather than true behavior
patterns). Therefore, you have not, as of now, received all
information concerning this study.
As you know, your verbal descriptions of the six
photographs were recorded. Observations of the photographs
and quality of descriptions actually hold little relevance
for the study. My research, rather, focuses on the use of
language. In other words, the way in which you described
each scene holds great significance. Through previous
research 1 I have already determined that linguists
categorize a number of language characteristics a "male" or
"female". (For example, describing objects, males use many
increasing intensifiers, such as "really", which emphasize
points. Women, on the other hand, use many decreasing
intensifiers, like "sort of", which perform the opposite
function.) My goal it to test these theories.
In reviewing your descriptions, I will listen for the
specific linguistic aspects that coincide with each gender
to see whether males speak in a "masculine" manner and
females speak in a "feminine" manner.
In addition, e~ch of the photographs that you viewed
has a specific gender-orientation. Two of the photographs
depicted scenes commonly associated with males; two showed
scenes commonly associated with females, and two remained
gender-neutral. If gender-specific language exists, males
would retain their designated speech characteristics when
describing the female-oriented scenes and females would
describe the male-oriented scenes with female speech
characteristics.
Once, again your help with this experiment is greatly
appreciated. Should you have any further questions,
criticisms, or comments, please feel free to contact me
through the network (DWQ2) or at home (838-2757). Elissa
Wurf (8-3618) or Linda Cope (8-4861), who are involved in
SUbject pool coordination, may also be able to help you with
general items of concern.
Sincerely,
Debra Wetcher
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